Technical Fee Supporting Information
Classroom Technology Equipment Recommendations --- FY2021

Below are examples of the types of technology used in classrooms followed by the current standard equipment models. For assistance in determining appropriate technology choices for your classroom and budget, contact CTL Classroom Support at 542-3456.

**Projectors**

Epson PowerLite L630U – 3LCD/Laser – 6200 lumen; 1920x1200 native resolution; includes standard lens

Epson Pro EB-PU1007W – 3LCD/Laser – 7000 lumen; 1920x1200 native resolution; Lens sold separately

Panasonic PT-R790/890 Series – DLP/Laser – 7000/8500 lumen; 1920x1200 native resolution; Lens sold separately on the “L” version

Panasonic PT-RZ120/RZ120L – DLP/Laser – 12,000 lumen; 1920x1200 native resolution; Lens sold separately on the “L” version

**Projector Mounting Brackets**

Premier PBC-UMW or PBC-UMS

Chief RPA Series

Chief VCMU

**Projection Screens**

Da-Lite Cosmopolitan Series – Electric; Wall Mount; Non-Tensioned; 16:10 Wide Format; Matte White; Silent Motor

Da-Lite Advantage Series – Electric; Ceiling Recessed; Non-Tensioned; 16:10 Wide Format; Matte White

Da-Lite Series 300 Lace and Grommet Frame – Fixed Frame; Pro-Trim Masking; 16:10 Wide Format

Draper Profile+ Fixed Frame - 16:10 Image Format

**Flat Panel Displays**

Panasonic Professional Displays

**Flat Panel Brackets**

Chief Fusion Series
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**Control System**

Extron TLP Pro 725M/T – 7” Touch Panels
Extron TLP Pro 1025M/T – 10” Touch Panels
Extron IPCP Pro Series Control Processors
AMX MD/T-702 – 7” Modero G5 Touch Panels
AMX MD/T-1002 – 10” Modero G5 Touch Panels
AMX NX-2200/3200 NetLinx Integrated Controllers
AMX PSR5.4 12 VDC Power supply
AMX PS-POE-AF-TC PoE Injector
Netgear GS108NA Network Switch

**Switchers**

Extron IN1606/1608 Scaling Presentation Switchers
Extron IN1808 Series Presentation Switchers
Extron DTP CrossPoint 82 4K Matrix Switchers

**Extenders and Distribution Amps**

Extron DTP 230/330 Twisted Pair Transmitters and Receivers
Extron XTP Twisted Pair Transmitters and Receivers
Extron DVI-DA Distribution Amplifiers
Extron HDMI DA Series Distribution Amplifiers

**Podiums**

Computer Comforts UGA Universal Lectern
Computer Comforts UGA SpaceSaver
Malone Arches Series
Podium Accessories

Extron Cable Cubby 202 and 500
Ergotron LX Series Desk Mounts

Audio Components

Extron MPA and XPA Series Amplifiers
QSC CX Series Amplifier
Crown DriveCore Series Amplifiers
Shure QLXD14/85-H50 Lavalier Wireless System
Shure QLXD24/SM58-H50 Handheld Wireless System

Speakers

Tannoy DVS Series Wall Mount
Tannoy CVS-4 Micro and CVS-6 Ceiling Mount
Tannoy VX Series Loudspeakers
BiAmp Desono ENT Series

Assistive Listening System

Listen Technologies Stationary FM Transmitter (72MHz) LT-800-072-01
  - Needed for Transmitter - 90° Helical Antenna (72 MHz) LA-123
Listen Technologies Portable RF Receiver (72MHz) LR-3200-072
Listen Technologies 90° Helical Antenna (72 MHz) LA-123

CATV Tuner
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**BluRay Player**
LG BP Series

**Document Camera**
Wolfvision VZ-3/8neo Series

**Power Conditioning/Sequencing/Control**
Furman CN-2400S

Furman CN-15MP/20MP

Extron IPCP Pro PCS1

**Rack Equipment**
Middle Atlantic Products

**Cables**
Please contact CTL for cable recommendations.